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ProLash
ProLash lashing straps and cargo mooring are a fast, e�cient and 
low-cost system that replaces traditional mooring systems, metal 
strips and chains. All ProLash products are certified by 
Germanischer Lloyd. The ProLash certified lashing straps and cargo 
mooring are available in widths between 32mm and 50mm and with
linear resistance up to 7,500 daN.

The entire ProLash range for the lashing and mooring of goods is made of high-quality polyester and is approved and certified 
by various international laboratories, available in various types of width and resistance and suitable for being used in trucks, 
sea containers, ships, trains, flat racks...

ProLash Sheet
PROLASH SHEET is a lashing system for sea containers
that is easy to place and ideal for those goods without 
palletizing. It is a ra�a panel made with 4 carabiners in the 
corners, used to prevent the merchandise from moving 
backwards and avoid any type of accident. It is also often used 
to prevent possible theft when the merchandise is covered.
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ProLash Container Set
It is a mooring system to prevent backward movement of the goods. 
Very easy to use as it comes pre-assembled. Each set consists of 2 
sections of vertical ribbons with 2 carabiners at the ends, so it can 
be easily anchored in the upper and lower rings of the container. 
From them they come out 2, 3 or 4 parallel ribbons that are 
connected with buckles. Recommended system by the CTU code of 
the IMO.

ProLash C-AS
The PROLASH C-AS fastening system is a practical and Easy 
solution to hold the final part of the load, avoiding that the 
merchandise can be moved to the door of the container. This system 
is recommended by several shipping companies for the cargo of 
dangerous goods, following the CTU code of the international 
maritime organization (IMO).

ProLash TY Gard
PROLASH TY-GARD is the most versatile containerized hazardous 
merchandise protection system on the market today and is 
approved to secure cargo in sea containers with drums, Big-Bags, 
IBC's, dangerous goods, explosives and all type of palletized 
merchandise complying with the standards of cargo insurance 
established by IMDG, FMCSA, USCG and the ADR RID and the AAR.

ProLash Door
To avoid accidents that occur at the time of opening container doors 
we have the ProLash Door system which consists of a very resistant 
tape and with some hooks in the ends to be able to embrace the 2 
vertical bars of the container doors. So we avoid the fall of the 
merchandise towards us when opening the doors.
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